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A B O U T  T H E  N A S S P - L P I  P R I N C I P A L  T U R N O V E R  R E S E A R C H  S E R I E S

The National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) and the Learning Policy Institute (LPI) are 
currently collaborating on an intensive research project to identify the causes and consequences of principal turnover 
nationwide. The purpose is to increase awareness of this issue and to identify and share evidence-based responses 
that can guide solutions. This brief is the fourth publication in a series. The first, which presents findings from a 
literature review, covers the known scope of the principal turnover problem and provides a basis for understanding 
its mechanisms. The second report offers insights from focus groups of school leaders who shared their experiences 
and expertise on the challenges of the principalship, as well as strategies to address these challenges. The third 
publication, the report on which this brief is based, summarizes results from LPI and NASSP’s national principal 
survey and focus groups, which delve deeply into the five focus areas that emerged from the initial research, and 
suggests policy strategies to increase principal retention. This fourth publication is a brief that provides an overview 
of the results of the national principal survey and focus groups, along with associated policy strategies.

All the publications in this series are available at www.nassp.org/turnover  
and www.learningpolicyinstitute.org/principal-turnover-nassp.

A B S T R A C T

Research shows that school functioning and student achievement often suffer when effective principals leave their 
schools and that principal retention is related to the conditions they experience in five areas: working conditions, 
compensation, accountability, decision-making authority, and professional learning. A recent NASSP-LPI study 
examined reasons for principal turnover using a national survey supplemented by focus groups that asked principals 
about the conditions in their schools and their intentions to leave their positions. This brief summarizes the study 
findings and suggests specific strategies that districts, states, and the federal government may want to consider to 
address factors most likely to influence principal mobility.
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INTRODUCTION

They’re not just like a name on a piece of 
paper. Those are our kids, and so you love 
them, and you connect with them, and you 
take on an emotional weight.

—Middle level principal from Maryland

While many professionals care for students, the role of 
the principal is uniquely important. Principals typically 
define a school’s vision and culture, hire and manage 
teachers, and create long-term strategies to ensure 
students’ persistence in their studies. As school leaders, 
principals impact many students, and their influence can 
be substantial. They play an essential role in teacher 
retention,1 student achievement,2 and graduation.3

Yet researchers tracking the profession have found 
that many principals leave.4 In the 2016–17 school year, 
the national turnover rate was 18 percent, with higher 
percentages among principals in high-poverty schools 
(21 percent) and cities (20 percent). The consequences 

can be quite negative. Studies have found that principal 
turnover can lead to higher teacher turnover,5 which, in 
turn, is related to lower student achievement.6

To better understand the phenomenon of principal 
turnover, the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals (NASSP) and Learning Policy Institute (LPI) 
collaborated on a study. This descriptive, mixed-methods 
study included a national principal survey executed 
in 2019 in cooperation with WestEd. The NASSP-LPI 
survey had a response rate of 40 percent and included 
a stratified random sample of 424 secondary school 
principals selected to represent U.S. secondary schools 
by community type, size, percentage of students of 
color, and percentage of students eligible for the federal 
lunch program. These principals were also affiliated 
with NASSP as members, or as school leaders with an 
active chapter of the National Honor Society or National 
Junior Honor Society, student leadership programs 
administered by NASSP. LPI also conducted six focus 
groups in 2019 with 33 secondary school leaders from 
26 states.

The NASSP-LPI survey and focus groups asked principals 
about their intentions to stay in the principalship, as 
well as the extent to which they experience conditions 
that other research has shown to be related to principal 
retention and turnover. Results of our analyses point to 
implications for policy and practice at the local, state, and 
federal levels:

 ▬ Survey and focus group responses reflected national 
concerns about principal turnover. 

 ▬ In general, larger percentages of principals 
planning to leave reported concerns related 
to 1) working conditions, 2) compensation, 
3) accountability, 4) decision-making authority, 
and 5) professional learning.
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The brief begins by describing why stable principal 
leadership matters and then presents the key findings 
of the NASSP-LPI survey and focus groups. The 
brief concludes with policy recommendations at the 
local, state, and federal levels, which stem from the 
study outcomes.

S TA B L E  P R I N C I P A L  L E A D E R S H I P  M A T T E R S

Principals are the second most important school-level 
factor associated with student achievement—right 
after teachers.7 Numerous studies associate increased 
principal quality with gains in high school graduation 
rates8 and student achievement.9 Further, turnover in 
school leadership can result in a decrease in student 
achievement.10 This relationship is stronger in high-
poverty, low-achieving schools—the schools in which 
students most rely on education for their future success11 
and, unfortunately, the schools in which there is often 
the highest turnover.12

Furthermore, principals’ ability to create positive 
working conditions and collaborative and supportive 
learning environments plays a critical role in attracting 
and retaining qualified teachers.13 Teachers cite 
principal support as one of the most important factors 
in their decision to stay in a school or in the profession.14 
Conversely, principal turnover results in higher 
teacher turnover,15 which, in turn, is related to lower 
student achievement.16 

In addition to the burden of principal turnover on 
students and teachers, the financial implications are 
significant.17 Schools and districts must devote time 
and resources (e.g., for recruiting, hiring, onboarding, 
and professional development) to replace outgoing 
principals. Covering this expense may necessitate 
redirecting funds that had been slated for the classroom. 
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KEY FINDINGS

Survey and focus group responses reflected national 
concerns about principal turnover. More than two in five 
principals in our survey (42 percent) indicated they were 
considering leaving their position (Figure 1). Among 
those considering leaving, 32 percent said they were 
considering moving to another school, and 19 percent 
were considering leaving the principalship altogether.

Our focus group participants also discussed challenges 
in the principalship that they said could feed principal 
turnover. Members of our study’s six focus groups 
acknowledged that the principalship was not for everyone 
and that the work was both important and demanding.

The following sections report on conditions that 
influence principal turnover in order of concern, as 
reflected in survey and focus group responses. However, 
the conditions are highly interrelated (Figure 2). 
Importantly, while a smaller percentage of principals 
cited lack of professional learning as a reason for 
leaving, research suggests that professional learning 
improves principals’ efficacy and longevity in the job.18

FIGURE 2: CONDITIONS REL ATED TO PRINCIPAL 
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Source: Learning Policy Institute.

FIGURE 1: PERCENTAGE OF PRINCIPALS 

PL ANNING TO LEAVE THEIR SCHOOL BY 

MOVING TO A DIFFERENT SCHOOL OR LEAVING 

THE PRINCIPALSHIP

Principals planning to leave their schools from…

42%All schools

43%Suburbs

43%Rural communities & towns

39%Cities

42%Lower-poverty schools

46%High-poverty schools

Principals planning to move to a different school from…

32%All schools

32%Suburbs

38%Rural communities & towns

28%Cities

32%Lower-poverty schools

38%High-poverty schools

Principals planning to leave the principalship from…

19%All schools

21%Suburbs

12%Rural communities & towns

21%Cities

19%Lower-poverty schools

14%High-poverty schools

Note: “Lower-poverty schools” are schools in which between 
0 percent and 74 percent of students receive free or reduced-price 
lunch. “High-poverty schools” are schools in which 75 percent or 
more of students receive free or reduced-price lunch.

Source: NASSP-LPI Principal Survey, 2019.
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Working conditions and district supports related to 
working conditions emerged as concerns. Among 
principals planning to leave, the two factors identified 
as most influential were heavy workload (63 percent) 
and an unresponsive, unsupportive district (51 percent). 
Additional concerns included districts that have no 
strategies to retain successful principals, inadequate 
support personnel to meet student needs, and support 
from central office not meeting their needs.

Districts figured strongly in principals’ plans: Fifty-three 
percent of those planning to leave said their districts did 
not have effective strategies for retaining strong leaders, 
compared to just 28 percent of those who planned to 
stay. Similarly, 37 percent of principals planning to leave 
reported the supports they received from the central 
office did not meet their needs, compared to 22 percent of 
principals who did not indicate that they planned to leave.

Principals’ compensation and financial obligations 
were related to their mobility plans. Principals who 
planned to leave their schools were more likely to say 
that they were not fairly compensated for their efforts 
(42 percent of potential leavers compared to 26 percent 
of those who planned to stay). Principals planning 
to leave were also more likely to report student loan 
debt from principal preparation (41 percent versus 
34 percent among those who planned to stay) and from 
undergraduate or teacher education (32 percent versus 
30 percent among those who planned to stay).

Unfortunately, spending personal funds for school 
materials and supplies added to some principals’ financial 
stress. Among those planning to leave, 30 percent 
reported they covered student expenses by purchasing 
materials and supplies for them, compared to 26 percent 
of principals who indicated they planned to stay.

High-stakes accountability systems and evaluation 
practices can discourage some principals. Of principals 
planning to leave their schools, 31 percent indicated 
that state accountability measures could influence their 
mobility decision; even for those not planning to leave, one 
in five (20 percent) indicated that accountability measures 
could influence their plans to leave their schools.

Further, more than half of principals planning to leave 
(53 percent) reported having unconstructive evaluations 
that did not build their capacity as school leaders, while 

the percentage was lower among those planning to stay 
(44 percent). Similarly, well over one-third of those 
planning to leave (39 percent) reported that they do not 
trust the results of the evaluation system, compared 
to 22 percent of those likely to stay in their positions. 
Principals in our focus groups also discussed their desire 
for meaningful evaluation and feedback on their work.

A lack of decision-making authority was a concern 
for some principals. Decision-making authority in 
most areas was a concern for smaller percentages of 
principals. Among those planning to leave, over three 
in 10 (32 percent) reported that they lacked decision-
making authority over their schools’ curriculum, while 
the percentage was slightly lower among principals who 
planned to stay (27 percent). The percentage was higher 
for principals serving in high-poverty schools and cities 
compared to principals in other schools. In addition, 
almost three-quarters of principals planning to leave 
their schools (74 percent) reported that they lacked the 
authority to dismiss poorly performing staff, compared 
to 64 percent of those intending to stay.

Many principals reported facing obstacles to 
professional learning opportunities. Principals 
reported that they had encountered obstacles accessing 
high-quality principal preparation, and research 
shows these programs are associated with principal 
retention. The most commonly cited obstacle was cost: 
Twenty-seven percent of those planning to leave versus 
19 percent of all others identified preparation program 
costs as a hurdle to accessing principal preparation.

Lack of easy access to in-service professional 
development could also be an impediment. Among 
all principals, obstacles cited included lack of time 
(75 percent), lack of money (36 percent), inability to 
secure coverage (32 percent), and lack of relevant 
content (15 percent).

Almost all surveyed principals (98 percent) indicated a 
desire for additional professional development. The most 
frequent requests were for professional development 
to support students’ social-emotional development 
(82 percent) and physical and mental health (80 percent), 
to lead schools to improve student achievement (78 
percent), to use school and student data to inform 
continuous improvement (77 percent), and to develop 
students’ higher-order thinking skills (76 percent).
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Larger percentages of principals serving in high-
poverty schools and cities reported some of the 
circumstances associated with principal turnover. 
Principals from high-poverty schools were most likely to 
report challenges such as lack of personnel to support 
students’ well-being (59 percent versus 39 percent 
for all principals), unfair compensation (46 percent 
versus 32 percent), having to purchase supplies for their 

students (46 percent versus 38 percent), and lacking 
decision-making authority over their schools’ curriculum 
(44 percent versus 29 percent).

Principals from cities were most likely to report 
that their districts did not use effective strategies to 
retain principals (47 percent versus 38 percent for all 
principals) and that the cost of professional development 
was an obstacle (51 percent versus 36 percent).

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

At the local level, policymakers should develop plans 
to support principals and retain effective leaders by 
finding out what they most need to support students 
and manage working conditions; supporting adequate 
compensation; creating helpful mechanisms for 
feedback, evaluation, and mentoring; and providing 
useful professional development. These plans could 
include advancing policies that:

1. Support and retain effective principals by attending 
to their working conditions and school needs. 
Working conditions and district supports emerged 
as key concerns for principals in our study, especially 
those considering leaving. While each school and 
district has a different context, our study suggests that 
district leaders should be alert to principals’ workloads 
and seek to ensure, to the extent possible, that school 
administrative teams are appropriately staffed and 
supported to meet students’ needs as well as staff 
needs. Further, central office policies should be 
responsive to principals, which may require increasing 
the information gathered from principals and 
collecting more principal input on district decisions 
that impact schools. This responsiveness should 
include strategies to keep effective principals, such 
as providing recognition, needed school resources, or 
more fiscal flexibility for successful principals.

2. Support adequate and equitable principal 
compensation. Our study showed that many 
principals found principal compensation inadequate 

and that those planning to leave were most likely 
to report this problem, often exacerbated by the 
problem of student debt from their preparation 
programs. In addition, our focus groups noted that 
principal salaries have not always kept pace with 
teacher salaries, especially when accounting for 
principals’ greater workload. Given the prevalence 
of these concerns, district leaders should review 
the competitiveness of salaries and consider 
other forms of compensation (such as student 
loan repayment or housing supports) that may be 
important to attracting and retaining principals.

3. Create or sustain helpful mechanisms for principal 
feedback, evaluation, and mentoring. Among 
surveyed principals who planned to leave, more 
than half reported their district’s evaluation system 
was not useful. As explained by our focus group 
participants, principals want timely feedback that 
they can use to improve their performance and 
support student learning. Other research suggests 
that districts that support, develop, and mentor 
principals can reduce the likelihood that principals 
will leave their schools or the profession.19 
District leaders can examine the usefulness of 
their principal support and evaluation systems, 
gathering input from principals as well as others 
in the district and community, with an eye toward 
sustaining practices that are helpful and creating 
new mechanisms and supports as needed.
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4. Provide principals with appropriate agency and support in decision making. Some 
principals who planned to leave indicated that lack of autonomy in making decisions 
was related to their decision to leave. While most principals reported adequate 
authority over budget and hiring, more than two-thirds of all principals and three-
quarters of principals considering leaving the principalship expressed that it is difficult 
to dismiss poor-performing or incompetent teachers. To help address this, districts 
can, for example, support principals with Peer Assistance and Review programs that 
provide mentors for struggling teachers to help improve their practice and provide 
due process that can support personnel decisions when they are needed.20 Further, 
principal training for teacher support and evaluation should be provided, and their input 
in these types of critical decisions should be sought out and valued by district leaders.

5. Remove barriers to principal professional development. Many principals, not just 
those planning to leave, reported obstacles to in-service professional development, 
especially lack of time. As districts review principal workload, they should consider 
time for professional development as essential. District leaders who find that their 
principals do not have enough time to participate in professional development can 
consider remedies such as providing district staff support that frees principals’ time; 
offering professional development at times and locations that are more convenient 
for principals; and working professional learning into the district feedback, 
evaluation, and mentoring systems. Districts and schools can use both local funds 
and federal funds under ESSA (Every Student Succeeds Act), Title II, Part A to 
address a number of obstacles, including the provision of timely, relevant content, 
and coverage, if needed, so principals can participate in professional development. 
Relevant content, according to the principals surveyed, includes professional 
development in supporting students’ social and emotional development and physical 
and mental health, and leading school efforts to improve student achievement.

To support these local efforts, state and federal policymakers can:

6. Assess and help improve working conditions for principals. Working conditions are 
a top concern for principals considering leaving. States can support district efforts 
to assess working conditions and make needed changes. For example, many states 
gather data about working conditions for teachers through working conditions 
surveys, district and school report cards, and school improvement plans. Gathering 
this information for principals as well as teachers and other staff and aggregating 
it to the state level could help local leaders place their districts within a broader 
context, correctly identify areas that need improvement, and then make needed 
adjustments. States could also use the data to determine needs statewide and then 
target special efforts to the neediest districts and regions. Federal data collection 
can also assist with these efforts. For example, the National Center on Education 
Statistics’ principal surveys could expand the type of data collected on principal 
working conditions. State leaders could then use these data to understand their 
state’s principal working conditions within a national context and to focus attention 
on their state’s most pressing needs.

7. Support local efforts to improve student supports. As previously described, school 
principals cite the lack of adequate student support personnel to address the social-
emotional and mental health needs of students as a challenge to their work, especially 
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in high-poverty schools. States can make investments in these supports 
and leverage federal funding under ESSA Title IV, the Student Success 
and Academic Enrichment Grant program, to address these needs and 
to enhance resources for students and staff. At the federal level, this 
program should be fully and consistently funded at its authorized level of 
$1.65 billion, substantially higher than current funding.

8. Enable adequate and equitable principal compensation. In our survey, 
larger percentages of principals who planned to leave their positions 
reported that compensation was a factor in their future plans. Notably, 
principals in high-poverty schools are most likely to find their salaries 
inadequate. Depending on the extent of local control, state leaders can 
establish or incentivize more competitive principal salaries across and 
within districts, or strengthen compensation through other vehicles, 
such as loan forgiveness or housing supports. States can also revamp 
their funding formulas to ensure that overall school funding is adequate 
and equitable, targeting additional funds to the most needy districts and 
schools, which will help districts provide more adequate compensation, 
especially in the communities where it is most needed.21

9. Create or expand programs that help underwrite the cost of high-
quality principal preparation. A number of principals surveyed described 
the challenges of carrying a high student debt load from their teacher 
and principal preparation programs, which exacerbated the problems of 
inadequate compensation. This is especially true for principals working in 
high-poverty schools and rural communities. To address this challenge, 
states can provide funding to cover the cost of high-quality preparation 
in exchange for a commitment to serve in a high-poverty or rural school. 
These kinds of programs have been shown to be effective at recruiting 
doctors, nurses, and teachers, especially when they underwrite a 
significant portion of educational costs and are bureaucratically 
manageable for candidates, districts, and higher education institutions.22 

One example, the North Carolina Principal Fellows Program, provides 
competitive, merit-based scholarship loans to individuals seeking a 
master’s degree in school administration and a principal position in North 
Carolina public schools. In their first year, fellows receive $30,000 to 
assist them with tuition, books, and living expenses while they study full 
time.23 In their second year, they complete a paid internship under the 
wing of an expert principal while they complete their coursework. As of 
2015, 1,300 fellows had completed the program, and nearly 90 percent 
of principal fellows graduated and completed their four-year service 
commitment.24 These types of scholarship programs could be developed 
and targeted to principals who commit to working in a high-need school.

To support and scale up these state efforts, federal funding under Title 
II of the Higher Education Act (HEA), the Teacher Quality Partnership 
Grant program, which supports teacher preparation programs, could 
be expanded to include school principals. To further support principals’ 
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access to high-quality preparation, the TEACH Grant 
Program, under Title IV of the HEA, could be expanded 
to include principals in addition to teachers, covering 
their costs of preparation in exchange for service.

10. Support local efforts to develop effective school 
leaders by increasing state and federal investments 
in high-quality professional development. As 
the importance of strong principals has become 
increasingly clear, more states are increasing their 
commitments to funding principal professional 
learning opportunities through coaching, mentoring, 
and networks as well as through professional 
development courses, workshops, and conferences. 
Many states are seizing the opportunity under the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), 
Title II, Part A to allocate funding to evidence-based 
professional development, with nearly half of states 
taking advantage of the optional 3 percent set-aside 
for principals to invest in principal learning.25 Further, 
ESSA, the most recent version of ESEA, is due for 
reauthorization in 2020, and its funding to support 

school principals could be expanded. Increasing 
overall funding and the set-aside for principals under 
this title would allow more principals to receive 
the high-quality preparation and professional 
development they need to be effective.

For example, North Dakota is using ESSA as an 
opportunity to create multi-tiered leadership 
support to develop principals as effective leaders. 
One tier involves implementation of a leadership 
academy to ensure that North Dakota principals 
have the resources and support they need to 
be effective leaders. The leadership academy 
will provide professional support, professional 
development, career ladder opportunities, 
assistance with administrator shortages, and 
support to address administrator retention in an 
effort to raise student achievement. The academy 
will also serve as a resource for schools designated 
as in need of improvement pursuant to ESSA, in 
an effort to promote and build capacity in specific 
aspects of leadership.26
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A B O U T  T H E  N A T I O N A L  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  S E C O N D A R Y 
S C H O O L  P R I N C I P A L S

The National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) is 
the leading organization of and voice for principals and other school 
leaders across the United States. NASSP seeks to transform education 
through school leadership, recognizing that the fulfillment of each 
student’s potential relies on great leaders in every school committed to 
the success of each student. Reflecting its long-standing commitment 
to student leadership development, NASSP administers the National 
Honor Society, National Junior Honor Society, National Elementary 
Honor Society, and National Student Council.

The NASSP Policy & Advocacy Center is a trusted resource and online 
hub for legislative news, policy information, data, research, and 
advocacy tools related to K–12 education and additional school leaders’ 
interests. It elevates the influence of school leaders by providing 
ways for them to directly communicate with policymakers at all levels 
of government. It is also a space to learn about important education 
issues affecting schools and serves as a portal through which 
stakeholders and constituents can take action.

A B O U T  T H E  L E A R N I N G  P O L I C Y  I N S T I T U T E

The Learning Policy Institute conducts and communicates 
independent, high-quality research to improve education policy 
and practice. Working with policymakers, researchers, educators, 
community groups, and others, the Institute seeks to advance 
evidence-based policies that support empowering and equitable 
learning for each and every child. Nonprofit and nonpartisan, the 
Institute connects policymakers and stakeholders at the local, state, 
and federal levels with the evidence, ideas, and actions needed to 
strengthen the education system from preschool through college and 
career readiness.
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